WOKING AND DISTRICT LADIES DARTS LEAGUE
COMPETITION REGISTRATION FORM 2017/18

TEAM: ________________________

FOURS: ________________________  PAIRS: ________________________
        ________________________  ________________________
        ________________________  ________________________
        ________________________  ________________________

PAIRS: ________________________
        ________________________
        ________________________
        ________________________

SINGLES: ________________________  SECRETARY: ________________________

DORIS WILLS: ________________________  CAPTAINS: ________________________

Registration is £2.00 per player, total of £20.00 if players are entered in all competitions.

Rules:
Fours and the Doris Wills - Anyone can play.
Secretary and Captains - only Secretary or Captain can play.
Pairs - Anyone can play except Secretary, Captain or the singles player.
Singles - Anyone can play except Secretary, Captain or the pairs players.

Paid £